ASK US HOW....

ultra soft tips

A NEW SOLUTION

FOR HEARING AID USERS
OPEN

This high definition speaker and ear tip
combination can benefit you.
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TIP OPTIONS

For mild to moderate hearing loss
Eliminates the occlusion effect by open style venting
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Wideband frequency response from Sebo HD/easy-CLICK hearing instrument

Hi-Fi

For mild, moderate or severe hearing loss.
Eliminates the occlusion effect by using an ultra thin
membrane to seal the canal near the second bend.

WHAT IS easy-CLICK?
Easy-CLICK is a high definition speaker and
ear tip combination that provides exceptional
sound quality and high frequency performance.

Sizes:
7 mm
Minimizes
acoustic feedback
and maximizes
bandwidth for
optimum sound
quality.

8mm
9mm
10mm
11mm

EASY TO REPLACE
The revolutionary new design of easy-CLICK
system features a disposable tip that makes
replacing tips easier than ever before!

the best in...
Patent Pending
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ADVANCED

COMFORT.
SOUND QUALITY.
PROTECTION.

SOUND QUALITY. COMFORT. DESIGN .

ADVANCED SOUND QUALITY. COMFORT. DESIGN .
SUPERIOR...

DESIGNED TO MAKE
YOUR HEARING INSTRUMENT...

LAST LONGER.

SOUND QUALITY.

DUAL BARRIER WAX FILTER SYSTEM
MORE NATURAL HEARING
The ability to hear a wide spectrum of high
frequencies brings life and brilliance to sound,
allowing the listener to experience and hear
the fullness and beauty of the subtle sounds
of nature, the vibrant tones of music, and the
many sounds that color daily life.

HIGH DEFINITION ACOUSTIC EXCELLENCE
SeboTek hearing instruments are recognized
around the world for their magnificent sound quality
and patented receiver in the canal design. The
combination of Sebo HD hearing instruments and
the easy-CLICK system creates a superior acoustic
experience that allows for industry leading high
frequency bandwidth by boosting high frequency
sound.

HIGH FREQUENCY
BANDWIDTH COMPARISON

14 kHz
6 kHz
TRADITIONAL HEARING
INSTRUMENT

SeboHD
easy-CLICK

A COMPLETELY UNIQUE...

COMFORT EXPERIENCE.
UNMATCHED COMFORT
Easy-CLICK tips are an essential part of a patented comfort technology. This
unique technology creates an ultra soft and gentle fit in the ear resulting
in an open and natural feel. Easy-CLICK tips are so soft and comfortable,
people often forget they’re wearing them.

ULTRA SOFT, THIN AND FLEXIBLE
Easy-CLICK tips utilize an ultra thin membrane for the
ultimate comfort experience. Multiple flex
zones with 360° mobility ensures your
easy-CLICK tip will adapt vertically and
horizontally to canal bends. The
soft tip retains the true shape of
your ear canal and eliminates
the occlusion effect for both
open and sealed fittings.

Easy-CLICK incorporates a wax filter built into the
tip and a second, MPS nano-coated filter on the
speaker housing, giving the user unparalleled
protection against both wax
and moisture. Not only is the
new easy-CLICK system more
sanitary, it lasts longer and
ensures more consistent
reliable
performance.
User-replaceable tips cut
down on service visits and
repairs for your hearing
aids saving you both time
and money.
BUILT IN WAX FILTER

QUICK AND EASY TO REPLACE

click

